The Monologue No-No List

The material below is overdone and not recommend for auditioning.

1. Any play by Neil Simon
2. Any play by Christopher Durang
3. The Shape of Things - Neil LaBute
4. Reasons To Be Pretty - Neil LaBute
5. The Way We Get By - Neil LaBute
6. Crimes of the Heart – Beth Henley
7. Monologues from musicals
8. A Few Good Men – Aaron Sorkin
9. I Hate Hamlet – Paul Rudnick
10. Buried Child – Sam Shepard
11. Spike Heels – Theresa Rebeck
12. Almost Maine – John Cariani
13. Proof – David Auburn
14. Dog Sees God – Bert Royal
15. This Is Our Youth – Kenneth Lonergan
16. Steel Magnolias – Robert Harling
17. Dogface – Kellie Powell
18. Goodbye Charles – Gabriel Davis (the bitch monologue)
19. Yoga Fart – Gabriel Davis
20. Sylvia – A.R. Gurney (dog’s monologue to Greg)
21. The Crowd You’re in With – Rebecca Gilman (waiter monologue)
23. The Pillowman – Martin McDonagh
24. Food Chain – Nicky Silver (waiter/chair monologue)
25. Fat Men in Skirts – Nicky Silver (I am POPO MARTIN)
26. Be Aggressive – Annie Weisman (Mom’s hair)
27. The Goat, or Who is Sylvia? – Edward Albee
28. Eleemosynary – Lee Blessing
29. Hold Please – Annie Weisman (secretary rap)